TURK’S ATTITUDE UPSETS LAUSANNE
Delegate Flatly Refuses Allies’ Pleas.

RIZA NUR BEY INSOLENT
Modern Sultan and Stand Rails French.

CHRISTMAS IS RIDICULED
Appeal for Military Executives as Holiday Gift Answered With Angry Refusal.

LAUSANNE, Dec. 11.—(AP)—The appeal of the Allies to the sultan of the Ottoman Empire for\n
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Vancouver Resigned.

YULE MAILS CURTAILED
New Definitions to Help in Eternity Christmas Day.

CASH GIFTS PROHIBITED
Longer Arts to Prevent Public Architectural Beggars.
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NEW ROAD WORK OPPOSED
Completion of Present Programme to Be Stayed.

THE TURK POSES A PROTEST
Levy Change is Urged.

SHIP’S CREW IS RESCUED
Six Men to Lifesaving Pickers In Life-Boats.

JAIL OPENS CHRISTMAS
Chance to Be Given Members of the Prisoner’s Family.

MEAT CONSUMPTION BIG
114 Pounds Razed by Each Per Capita.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 11.—(AP) — The national meat demand was stated tonight to be 114 pounds per capita, with a \n
THE WINTER OF DESTINY

LA GRANDE GIRL CHOOSEN
Miss Ruthless Will Sit Assistant.

FREE SEED DEFATED
Rice for Tennessee and Texas, etc.

JAPAN TAKES LITTLE VEGA
Thus, the ban on students to be set in force last week was in vain.
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